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MIRI: Having a name that stands out among 28.5 million Malaysians can be advantageous or 

embarrassing. 

Puting Jampom, an Iban from Bintulu, is sometimes known among his friends as Mr Nipple but 

he is cool with that. 

The 57-year-old, who works in Miri, was among those interviewed following The Star's recent 

front-paged exclusive story “Kangkung, Timun are voters”. 

The Star reported that bizarre but genuine names of voters were creating unnecessary bother for 

the Election Commission (EC), with critics poking fun and questioning the accuracy of the 

electoral roll. 

The existence of these individuals, who are mostly from the interior areas of Sabah and Sarawak, 

has resulted in the EC being unfairly accused of registering phantom voters. 

In the midst of the interview with Puting, a woman joined in. Her name is Lantak Aji, 54. 

After her came Pau Tingki, 55, and laughter erupted when Puting, tongue-in-cheek, asked what 

would happen if Pau had an accident (lantak). 

Lantak replied that they would get married. 

Pau, who is Lantak's husband, also laughed. 

Both Lantak and Pau are Iban voters in Miri. Lantak is from Roban and Pau is Sri Aman. 

“Strange names are common for us. They mean something, or the clerks at the Registration 

Department could not spell the names properly,” said Lantak. 

In the case of Puting, his name was supposed to be Budin, but the Chinese clerk at the district 

office could not spell it, so he based it on the Chinese pronunciation, and Budin became Puting. 

When a cleaner came to join the interview, Puting said: “Here comes Meter Air (water meter).” 
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Her name is actually Metter Gerinang, 53, who hails from Sri Aman. 

Judging from the random interviews, it seems that most of those with strange names were born in 

the 1960s and earlier. 

Metter said most of her family members had bizarre names. 

For example, her aunt's name was Pisang Jaws (banana jaws), while another relative was Jamban 

Melayu (Malay toilet). 

She said the names were given as remembrance of certain significant incidents or occasions. 

For example, if a baby was delivered in or near a toilet, then he or she would be called Jamban. 

Other unique names include Radio, Boeng, Nanas, Tanjung, Palau, Berak, Beruk, Laga, Takung 

and Cangkul. 

As Ribut @ Kassim Abang, 52, put it: “We have to live with the name which makes us unique 

and memorable. Yes, many of us with funny names are voters, and the EC should not be 

confused.” 

 


